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Bob Dylan Reliquary, 1975, harmonica, sheet music, scrap of a denim shirt, in glass topped ceramic box

Marlene Dietrich Reliquary, 1975, pink satin slip, roll of 35 mm film, mixed media in glass topped ceramic box

Jean Cocteau Reliquary, 1974, arm mirror, mixed media in glass topped ceramic box

Marcel Duchamp Reliquary, 1974, miniature bicycle wheel, a king and a queen, a replica of RRose Selavy, a glass vial, mixed media in glass topped glazed ceramic box divided like a chess box, sides painted in a checkerboard, the objects in each half are either white or black.

Charles Chaplin Reliquary, 1974, roll of 16 mm film, old shoe, miniature bowler hat, mixed media in glass topped ceramic box

Paul Reif, 1974, music box playing the tune of The Isle of Capri in a glass topped ceramic box

*exact sizes of the boxes not known, approximately three quarters the size of a shoe box

Chairs, 1974, ceramic, 2 ½ x 8 x 12 inches

Chairs, 1974, ceramic, 2 ½ x 6 x 8 inches

Chairs, 1974, ceramic, 2 ½ x 7 x 10 inches

Chairs, 1975, ceramic, 2 ½ x 7 x 12 inches

Chairs, 1975, ceramic, 2 ½ x 8 x 12 inches

Chairs, 1975, ceramic, 2 ½ x 8 x 12 inches

Chairs, 1975, ceramic, 2 ½ x 8 x 12 inches

Chairs, 1975, ceramic, 2 ½ x 8 x 12 inches

Chairs, 1975, ceramic, 2 ½ x 8 x 12 inches

Chairs, 1975, ceramic, 2 ½ x 8 x 12 inches